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PARTNERS DESCRIPTIONS STATISTICS

24/7 Market News 24/7 Market News providing company press releases and financial market 
news. It helps improve your company’s brand awareness and financial market 
position.

Story Average:
• 1-5 stories per day, 

Monday-Friday

3BL Media 3BL Media is the world’s leading communications partner for purpose-driven 
organizations. Through targeted content distribution, multimedia promotion 
and hands-on learning experiences we connect you to an unrivaled network 
of purposeful professionals and organizations so you break through. 

Story Average:
• 25-50 stories per day, 

Monday-Friday

A.M. Best A.M. Best offers comprehensive, quality data for insurance professionals. It 
provides quantitative and qualitative evaluations of insurance companies 
and its proprietary Best’s Credit Ratings is the industry’s standard measure of 
insurer financial performance.

Story Average:
• 15-70 stories per day, 

Monday-Friday

ABIX - Australasian 
Business Institute 
by Roy Morgan Research

ABIX provides abstracts of over 150 Australian newspapers and journals. ABIX 
is a comprehensive source for critical business, industry and financial news that 
occurs in and has an impact on Australia and Pacific Rim business interests.

Story Average:
• 40-70 stories per day,  

Monday-Friday

AB Newswire/AB Digital AB Newswire is a premier newswire service focusing on business news stories
and press releases. Off ering a selection of content ranging in topics 
from new product launches, market research reports, startup launces, key 
personnel changes, and workshops & seminars.

Story Average:
• 200-380 stories per day, 

Monday-Friday
• 10-100 stories per day, 

Saturday-Sunday

ABN Newswire Distribution of company announcements to the professional platforms, 
finance portals and syndication of important corporate news to a wide variety 
of news aggregators and financial news systems.

Story Average:
• 5-15 stories per day
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Absolute Reports In-depth market analysis and industry forecasts which aids your business with 
predictive cognizance.  Bringing you a perfect concoction of data parameters. 
Absolute Reports are based on a research that covers a magnitude of factors 
such as technological evolution, economic developments and a detailed 
study of market segments. These reports are generated by well-renowned 
publishers on the basis of the data acquired from an extensive research and 
credible business statistics.

Story Average:
• Up to 10,000 per month 

ACCESSWIRE
(fka Baystreet and FSCwire) 

ACCESSWIRE is a premier news and communications network, providing 
regional, national, and global news to hundreds of clients globally.

Story Average:
• 70-150 stories per day 

Algo Online Algos Online provides news and information on business matters, trending 
topics, niche markets and at times data on hard-to-find topics. As an online 
platform, we aim to share and promote knowledge for decision makers across 
industries. We understand the importance of data required for taking daily 
decisions and hence focus on current trending topics as well as upcoming and 
promising sectors.

Story Average:
• 1,000 stories per month

AllAfrica Global Media A multi-media content service provider, systems technology developer and 
the largest electronic distributor of African news and information worldwide. 
Registered in Mauritius, with offices in Johannesburg, Dakar, Lagos and 
Washington, D.C., AllAfrica is one of a family of companies that aggregate, 
produce and distribute news from across Africa to tens of millions of end users. 

Story Average:
• 400-600 stories per day, 

Monday-Friday
• 20-60 stories per day, 

Saturday-Sunday

America News Hour America News Hour is a perfect blend of digital media and entertainment, 
covering and distributing all things new. We deliver eloquent sections to the 
growing network of our regular readers. From lifestyle, entertainment, latest 
news, politics, sports, science and technology to press releases, our global 
media network keeps our readers engaged and provides them with the broad 
spectrum of meaningful services on multiple platforms.

Story Average:
• 10,000 stories per month
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Analytical Research 
Cognizance

We are on a mission to replace the conventional research programs and give 
way to the latest methods and information for the organizations. We have 
created this hub of analytical research papers where you can get an access to 
the latest and the best research papers coming out from some reliable and 
budding research houses. After the advent of “new analytics” based on the 
data collection facilities of big data, the face of “business research facilities” 
has changed drastically. With ARC our experts have created a bookshelf 
where you can check out the research reports that are an outcome of the 
progression of knowledge in various industry sectors. Alongside you can also 
check some research papers, market reports, and forecasts that are talking 
about the “out of the box” developments in the market.

Our expert team has managed the database of De crème la crème of the 
research papers that made it big in the past. We have the performance based 
rating system to showcase the latest and the best research papers of the 
marketplace where an end user can select them with the help of rating based 
navigation system. 

Story Average:
• Up to 1,000 per month

Aperture Games
(aka Fior Market)

Aperturegames.com is an independent news website that specialized in 
bringing a fresh perspective to news from around the world. Started as a 
gaming news website, “Aperture Games” has received the support enough 
to spread its wings to cover Technology, Gadgets, Business, Science, Health, 
Sports, Local and International news updates.

Story Average:
• 1,000 stories per month

Baystreet.ca BayStreet.ca Media Corp, founded in May 1998 is a leading online Canadian 
publisher of original, timely and insightful commentary, analysis and opinion 
aimed at helping investors make informed investment decisions. “Baystreet.
ca’s in-house financial writers monitor the Canadian/US equity markets to 
deliver timely and actionable news throughout the trading day.” 

Story Average:
• 25-35 stories per day,  

Monday-Friday

BusinessWire A media-relations wire service carrying full-text corporate news releases for 
thousands of U.S. companies. Major focus on the high-tech, Fortune 1000, 
and NASDAQ sectors. *Available in English and French.

Story Average:
• 300-770 stories per day, 

Monday-Friday
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China Money Network China Money Network is an artificial intelligence-based platform tracking China’s 
smart investments and technology innovation. By tracking China’s private 
equity, venture capital and technology sectors, we deliver actionable data to 
our customers. We connect the data points to give global investors the tools to 
execute deals in China, deals that otherwise would simply never take place.

Story Average:
•  2-5 stories per day,  

Monday-Friday

Cision
(fka Vocus/PR Web)

Cision have always been the world’s leading source of media research—from 
their earliest printed media catalogs to Cision’s current online database, 
listing more than 1.6 million contacts, outlets and pitchable opportunities. In 
2014, Cision combined with Vocus and PRWeb to their family of brands and 
now the leading provider of public relations and social software.

Story Average:
• 100-350 stories per day,  

Monday-Friday

CMA CMA is a Brazilian headquartered Financial Technology Company, founded 
in 1973, delivering solutions for Market data access, advanced trading, 
electronic execution and LATAM connectivity to buy/sell sides, banks and 
financial institutions in Latin America and US. With local presence in Brazil, 
Colombia, Argentina, Spain and US, CMA provides services and products 
throughout the Latin American financial and commodities markets.

CMA provides hundreds of daily real-time news including: 
Financial Markets, Public companies, Economy, Politics, Judicial, 
Commodities, Economic Indicators, Sectorial Outlook, News Thermometer, 
and Special/exclusive news report.

Story Average:
• Agencia CMA News Brazil:  

145 per day, Monday-Friday
• Agencia CMA Latam:  

40 per day, Monday-Friday

CNW Group 
(fka Canada Newswire,
division of Cision)

Canada’s number one resource for time-critical news and information from 
more than 10,000 sources coast to coast and around the world. Public 
companies, associations, unions, not-for-profits, municipal, provincial 
and federal governments all rely on CNW Group’s unique multi-media 
communication services and networks to effectively send their messages to 
newsrooms, the financial community and the public.

Story Average:
• 100-200 stories per day, 

Monday-Friday
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Edgar Online Edgar Online is a leading business-to-business and Web-based provider of 
business, financial and competitive information derived from U.S. Securities 
and Exchange Commission (SEC) data.

Story Average:
• 400-800 stories per day,  

Monday-Friday

EFE News Service EFE News Services provides news, analysis and features selected from the 
output of thousands of journalists reporting in more than 100 countries. EFE 
provides in-depth information, features, and analysis of world events, sports 
and Latin American business. *Available in English and Spanish.

Story Average:
• 250-450 stories per day 

Elphill Technology 
(Issuewire)

Press Release based on various topics such as business, Sports, Entertainment 
and all other PR categories

Story Average:
• Up to 500 per month

EON Market Research 
(EMR)

The unique research reports and service providers that helps to find out the 
different research reports of Chemical, food and beverages,  consumer goods, 
Energy, Medical devices and Pharmaceutical and Health Care. We help a 
database spanning virtually all market categories and an even more latest 
collection of market study analysis and research under these categories and sub-
categories.

The Eon Market Research team prides itself in being the chosen source for 
market research reports, report customizations services, and other astonishing 
services such as a Newsletter service and corporate service for a reputed firm.

Thousands of dedicated organizations across the every industry sector worldwide 
are currently stabilizing satisfactory revenues from the sharp insights provided by 
market research reports sourced through Eon Market Research.

The entire report exemplifies every report in detailed also presents product 
specification, manufacturing process, and product cost structure etc. Production 
is separated by regions, technology, and applications. Analysis also covers 
upstream raw materials, equipment, downstream client survey, marketing 
channels, industry development trend, and proposals.

Story Average:
• Up to 1,500 per month
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EQS Group The EQS Group is a Munich-headquartered leading international provider of 
digital corporate communications. Since its founding in 2000, the EQS Group has 
grown to be a leading global provider of digital solutions for investor relations 
and corporate communications. 

Story Average:
• 15-45 stories per day,  

Monday-Friday

EWORLDWIRE A general press release service, published by World Internet Media. 
EWORLDWIRE distribution databases reach over 12,000 daily and weekly 
newspapers, over 5,500 magazines, over 24,000 e-zines (web magazines and 
sites), over 1,800 TV stations, and over 12,000 radio stations, and thousands 
of freelancers - having over 485,000 individual writers, editors and reporters in 
our databases, more than any other release service.

Story Average:
• 2-3 stories per week

Farm Business 
Communications now 
Glacier FarmMedia (fka 
Commodity News Service 
Canada, Inc.)

A news service that produces commodity, resource, and business news 
for investment audiences. Provides agriculture news and information from 
Canada, the United States, and South America Coverage includes energy, 
metals, mining, currencies and business news such as cash and futures prices 
and agricultural statistics.

Story Average:
• 5-15 stories per day,  

Monday-Friday

Federal Information & 
News Dispatch (FIND)

Federal Information & News Dispatch, Inc. is an electronic publisher and 
custom provider of government and business information.

Story Average:
• FedBizOpps: 1,000-1,700  

stories per weekday
• Federal Register: 90-140  

stories per weekday
• Government Press Releases: 

600-1,200 stories per weekday
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Financial News Media FinancialNewsMedia.com has many years of experience assisting public 
companies, large and small, navigate a wide range of Financial Public 
Relations needs for Micro Cap to Small Cap to Large Cap Companies. Our 
approach includes strategic orientated goals for our clients that can save time 
and money while delivering the right outcomes.  Our News Media campaigns 
are strategically executed to generate maximum exposure and stimulate 
retail investor awareness.

FinancialNewsMedia.com provides top tier media solutions to disseminate, 
amplify and target a company’s news and corporate developments utilizing 
innovative news media services, social media and multimedia platforms.  
We effectively distribute vitally important news & content with measured 
results across traditional, digital and social channels. Combining the most 
cost effective multimedia-channels and content distribution communications 
technology with powerful workflow tools and cutting edge online media 
platforms, FinancialNewsMedia.com enables public companies and IR 
professionals to engage opportunity everywhere it exists.

Story Average:
• Up to 1,000 stories per month

Fitch Solutions Fitch Solutions is a leading provider of proprietary credit intelligence to the 
global markets. In addition to being the primary distribution channel for Fitch 
Research and Ratings, Fitch Solutions also provides the largest database of 
bank fundamentals in the market, economic data on sovereigns, as well as 
fundamental financials on insurers and corporates.

FreshBrewedMedia Fresh Brewed Media strives to fill the gaps in market reporting by publishing 
information that uses both technical and fundamental analysis along with 
unique proprietary systems to produce content that is ahead of the market. 
Fresh Brewed Media leverages market news, economic forces, trading trends 
and equity research to produce reports that identify specific tactics investors 
can use today. Fresh Brewed Media has a flexible reporting approach that 
adapts to the current and anticipated market environment with conservative 
hedged reports, alerts, and strategies tailored to a mainstream investor 
looking for an edge in uncertain markets.

Story Average:
• 2,200-2,400 stories per day, 

Monday-Friday
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GlobeNewswire/ 
NASDAQ OMX  
(fka Thomson Reuters One 
(Hugin)/PrimeNewswire/
PrimeZone Media)

GlobeNewswire, a Nasdaq company, is one of the world’s largest newswire 
distribution networks, specializing in the delivery of corporate press releases 
financial disclosures and multimedia content to the media, investment 
community, individual investors and the general public. 

Story Average:
• 130-330 stories per day, 

Monday-Friday

Global QYResearch Global QYResearch is one of the leading providers of market research 
reports and analysis on various markets, products, industries, countries and 
companies worldwide.

Story Average:
• Up tp 2,500 stories per month

Herald Keeper Herald Keeper is a hub for the unbiased News in the era of Technology, 
Health, and Science.Market Research News (Healthcare, Chemical & Material 
& Information Technology)

Story Average:
• Up tp 2,500 stories per month 

HTF Market Report HTF market Intelligence Consulting Private Limited which provides next-
generation service for organizations with a deep focus on market intelligence, 
data analytics, and social intelligence, all uniquely delivered under one roof 
by skilled professionals. By combining and analyzing acquire lucid and most 
relevant data which would help in better decision-making. We provide your 
requirements with speed and cost benefit across the world, we are able to 
achieve a more nuanced and comprehensive understanding of the market at 
the delivery speed and price advantage that today’s business climate demands.

Story Average:
• Up to 5,000 stories per month

IAM Newswire IAM Newswire is a publisher of market news, insights and press releases. 
Market news, insights, opinions, reviews, press releases.

Story Average:
• Up to 500 stories per month 
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iMarc IMARC is a leading market research company that provides market and 
business research intelligence across the globe. We partner with clients in all 
regions and industry verticals to identify their highest-value opportunities, 
address their most critical challenges, and transform their businesses. 

We make an effort to fulfill specific and niche requirements of the industry 
while balancing the quantum of quality with stipulated time and trace major 
trends at both the domestic and global levels. The information products and 
services provided by IMARC cover major technological, scientific and economic 
developments in industrial, pharmaceutical and high technology organizations. 

We provide optimum market forecasts and industry analysis for 
biotechnology, advanced materials, pharmaceuticals, food and beverage, 
travel and tourism, nanotechnology and novel processing methods. Our 
product portfolio also includes customized and syndicated solutions. 

With close cooperation at all levels of the client organization, IMARC’s 
tailored approach ensures that the clients achieve unmatchable competitive 
advantage, build more proficient organizations, and secure lasting results. 
Regardless of industry sector, IMARC serves clients on a wide array of issues. 
Our offerings fall under the following areas: 

1. Market Research 
2. Business Strategy 
3. Consulting and Advisory Services 
4. Procurement and Supply Chain Management 
5. Business Intelligence

Story Average:
• Up to 1,000 stories per month
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InvestorIdeas.com Investorideas.com is a recognized news source publishing third party news 
and press releases plus we create original financial content. Learn about 
investing in stocks and sector trends from Investorideas.com with our 
news alerts, articles , podcasts and videos talking about cannabis, crypto, 
technology including AI and IoT, mining ,sports biotech, water, renewable 
energy and more. Investorideas.com original branded content includes the 
daily Crypto Corner and Podcast, Play by Play sports and stock news column, 
Investor Ideas #Potcasts #Cannabis News and Stocks on the Move podcast 
and column, Cleantech and Climate Change Podcast and the AI Eye Podcast 
and column covering developments in AI.

Investorideas.com was created as a platform for investing ideas, news 
and educational financial content. No information on the site should be 
construed as an endorsement to buy or sell any securities. No writer on our 
site is a certified financial professional in any jurisdiction and cannot provide 
personalized financial advice.

Story Average:
• Up to 1,500 stories per month

IPO Monitor IPO Monitor publishes initial public offering information from registration 
statements filed with the U.S. Securities and Exchange Commission. Reports 
include: Recent Pricing, Recent Filings, IPO Calendar and Aftermarket Report.

Story Average:
• 3 stories per day,  

Monday-Friday

iPRsoftware 
(fka iPressroom) 

Provides PR and Marketing Software solutions to the world’s most respected 
companies and organizations including Yahoo!, Target, Xerox, American 
Heart Association, UCLA, and many others. With decades of PR, Marketing, 
Media and Software as a Service (SaaS) experience, iPR’s CMS publishes, 
hosts, and distributes millions of news and multimedia content to corporate 
websites, social media channels, newswires, search engines, mobile devices, 
and traditional media.

Story Average:
• 5 stories per day,  

Monday-Friday

Isentia Wire
(fka China News Wire)

Isentia (ASX:ISD) is APAC’s leading integrated Media Intelligence, Insights 
and Content Marketing business. Through both innovative, market leading 
SaaS as well as strategic advice and direction, Isentia works with over 5,000 
clients across 15 countries providing data, analysis, content and consulting 
services around the clock.

Story Average:
• 20 stories per month
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JCN Newswire
(fka ACN Newswire)

JCN Newswire is a Tokyo-based press release distribution service, which 
has published Japan’s corporate news to the world since 2001. They focus 
on disseminating English press releases from Japanese corporations and 
delivering to the global investor community.

Story Average:
• 1-8 articles per day,  

80 per month,  
Monday-Friday

KD Market Insights KD Market Insights has come with the idea of helping business by intelligent 
decision making and thorough understanding of the industry. We offer a 
comprehensive database of syndicated research, customized reports as well 
as consulting services to help a business grow in their respective domain. 
At KD Market Insights, we offer our client a deep market research reports 
accompanied by business consulting services that can help them to reach on 
top of the corporate world. Our customized reports are built by keeping all 
factors of the industry in mind.

Story Average:
• Up to 1,000 a stories month

KISS PR Our methods provide high-quality website designs that convert potential 
customers into paying clientele. We promote brand exposure while ranking a 
business on the 1st page of Google!

KISS PR’s vision is to provide premier digital design and online marketing 
services to small and start-up businesses around the world. For over 18 years, 
our focus has been building cost-effective services including website design, 
SEO, social media and public relation services with unparalleled quality, and 
our customer’s success has allowed us to become the preferred choice of 
small business owners around the world.

From branding and complex animation to aesthetically pleasing and 
client friendly web designs, KISS PR has a team of professional and highly 
experienced designers, marketers, and data scientist that will deliver the best 
product not just the first time, but every time.

From building an epic design managed by WordPress CMS to being found 
through organic search and paid media on Google, Yahoo, and Bing, we 
create continually growing websites that pass the test of time.

Story Average:
• Up to 2,500 stories per month 
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Market Insights Reports MarketInsightsReports (An Ameliorate Solutions Group Company) provides 
syndicated market research reports to industries, organizations or even 
individuals with an aim of helping them in their decision making process.

These reports include in-depth market research studies i.e. market share 
analysis, industry analysis, information on products, countries, market size, 
trends, business research details and much more.

MarketInsightsReports provides global and regional market intelligence 
coverage, a 360-degree market view which includes statistical forecasts, 
competitive landscape, detailed segmentation, key trends, and strategic 
recommendations.

MarketInsightsReports is your single point market research source for all 
industries including pharmaceutical, chemicals and materials, energy resource, 
automobile, IT, technology and media, food and beverages, and consumer 
goods, among others.

Story Average:
• Up to 15,000 stories per month

Market News Video MarketNewsVideo.com writes, produces and distributes quality online videos 
and transcripts about the stock markets and publicly traded companies.

Story Average:
• 12 stories per day,  

Monday-Friday

Market Prime News LLC. News distribution by Market Prime News enable communicators to discover 
and connect with key influencers, craft and distribute meaningful stories, 
and measure the monetary impact of their efforts. Market Prime News is a 
21st century global provider of earned media publicity and services to public 
relations and marketing communications professionals. Redescover the 
effective communicate like never before with Market Prime News. Follow 
MPN on Twitter, Facebook, LinkedIn, YouTube and on MPN blog.

Story Average:
• up to 2,000 stories per month 

MarketersMEDIA General financial news encompassing investor, Public and social media 
relations.

Story Average:
• Up to 1,500 stories per month 
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MarketResearch.biz
(division of Prudour 
Private Limited)

Prudour Pvt. Ltd. (MarketResearch.Biz) delivers customized research solutions 
by actuating its broad spectrum of research methodologies, databases, 
and resources, and this is further strengthened by our global experience in 
syndicated and customized industry projects.

Story Average:
• Up to 2,500 stories per month

Marketwired  
(fka Collegiate Presswire) 

One of the industry’s oldest and largest Internet-based company news 
distribution services. Press releases, media alerts and other direct company 
news from a variety of industries: high-tech, financial, entertainment, health, 
legal, education, small business, government, lifestyle, food, travel, Latino 
and vertical markets.

Story Average:
• 110-320 stories per day, 

Monday-Friday

MorningNotes MorningNotes is a leading provider of new issue equity market data and 
research. We provide continuous monitoring and expert analysis of the IPO 
and SPO markets via a web-based suite of calendars, reports and event 
tracking tools. With over a decade of deals in our historical database we offer 
the tools for investors to leverage historical trends and identify successful/
unsuccessful serial issuers.

Story Average:
• 50-60 stories per month,  

Monday-Friday

Nation Media Group The Nation Media Group is a leader in media and entertainment with 
businesses in television networks, film, and TV entertainment, and uses its 
industry-leading operating scale and brands to create, package and deliver 
high-quality content on a multi-platform basis. As the largest independent 
media house in East and Central Africa, we attract and serve unparalleled 
audiences in Kenya, Uganda, Tanzania, and Rwanda.

Nation Media Group publications include Daily Nation, The Citizen, The 
East African, NTV Kenya, NTV Uganda, Business Daily, Daily Monitor, Africa 
Review, and 93.3 K-FM.

Story Average:
• 300-350 stories per day,  

Monday-Friday

NewsfileCorp Newsfile provides news solutions for public companies of all sizes. Their 
innovative offerings eliminate the unnecessary confusion of traditional 
distribution packages.

Story Average:
• 10-30 stories per day,  

Monday-Friday
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New Generation 
Research, Inc. 

New Generation Research is the corporate bankruptcy industry’s leading 
research, data collection and publication company. With over 20 years 
of experience in the bankruptcy and insolvency industries and with an 
experienced research staff, New Generation Research is your resource for 
corporate bankruptcy information. 

Story Average:
• 5-25 stories per day,  

Monday-Friday

NetworkNewsWire NetworkNewsWire (NNW) is a financial news and content distribution 
company that provides (1) access to a network of wire services via 
NetworkWire to reach all target markets, industries and demographics in the 
most effective manner possible, (2) article and editorial syndication to 5,000+ 
news outlets (3), enhanced press release services to ensure maximum impact, 
(4) social media distribution via the Investor Brand Network (IBN) to nearly 
2 million followers, (5) a full array of corporate communications solutions, 
and (6) a total news coverage solution with NNW Prime. As a multifaceted 
organization with an extensive team of contributing journalists and writers, 
NNW is uniquely positioned to best serve private and public companies that 
desire to reach a wide audience of investors, consumers, journalists and the 
general public. By cutting through the overload of information in today’s 
market, NNW brings its clients unparalleled visibility, recognition and brand 
awareness. NNW is where news, content and information converge.

Story Average:
• Up to 1,000 stories per month

Northern Light Northern Light provides strategic research portals that combine licensed 
syndicated market intelligence, primary market research, social media, 
government databases, journals, and more. Northern Light curates 40,000 
business news stories per day from highly reliable web sources and maintains 
an archive of 20 million news stories over 24 months.

Story Average:
• 40,000 stories per day
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Origius Systems Pvt Ltd 
(Allied Analytics)

Origius Systems Private Limited provides end to end solutions to SMEs and 
Start-ups with information, education, advocacy and networking resources to 
bring excellence to the process of assisting early-stage companies. Origius 
provides nurturing environment required to develop and grow businesses, 
offering everything from business planning, virtual support, market 
intelligence, through to setting up office, acquiring resources, getting direct 
access to finance and experts and other entrepreneurs and suppliers to really 
make businesses and entrepreneurs to grow. 

Story Average:
• Up to 1,000 stories per month

PR.com
(division of Content 
Enterprises)

Businesses and public figures distribute their news via PR.com’s multi-
platform press release distribution service to increase social media 
engagement as well as broadcast their message to and attract the attention 
of thousands of websites, bloggers, journalists, editors and consumers.  
They use a PR.com profile to increase their online visibility, improve brand 
recognition, and generate leads and sales.

Story Average:
• Up to 500 stories per month

PR Leap PRLeap offers the perfect mix of Online PR. Our publishing platform makes 
it easy to package your story and leverage SEO, Social Media and our 
distribution network to spread your message and engage.Over 30,000 
companies have used PRLeap to connect with people who care about their 
brand, product or service.

Story Average:
• Up to 3,000 stories per month 

PR Log aka Zing Vista PRLog is a press release distribution service and distributes company news to 
news websites and journalists.
PRLog was founded to help small, medium and large businesses and 
organizations in their online activities. Most of the services and features on 
PRLog are free.

Story Average:
• Up tp 1,000 stories per month 

PR Newswire A global leader in news and information distribution services for professional 
communicators. Now in its 52nd year, PR Newswire Association LLC provides 
electronic distribution, targeting, measurement, translation and broadcast 
services on behalf of some 40,000 corporate, government, association, labor, 
non-profit, and other customers worldwide. 

Story Average:
• 600-1,000 stories per day,  

Monday-Friday
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PRNews Channel PRNewsChannel, owned and operated by Selig Multimedia, Inc. is a 
press release distribution company created and run by former journalists. 
PRNewsChannel distributes press releases for publicly traded corporations, 
small businesses, government/political entities, universities, not-for-profits 
and the publishing industry.

Story Average:
• 40 stories per month

Reports Monitor Reports Monitor is a Global aggregator and publisher of Market intelligence 
research reports, equity reports, database directories, and economic reports. 
Our repository is diverse, spanning virtually every industrial sector and even 
more every category and sub-category within the industry. Our market 
research reports provide market sizing analysis, insights on promising industry 
segments, competition, future outlook and growth drivers in the space. The 
company is engaged in data analytics and aids clients in due-diligence, 
product expansion, plant setup, acquisition intelligence to all the other gamut 
of objectives through our research focus.

Our pre-onboarding strategy for publishers is perhaps, what makes us stand 
out in the market space. Publishers & their market research reports are 
meticulously validated by our in-house panel of consultants, prior to a feature 
on our website. These in-house panel of consultants are also in charge of 
ensuring that our website features the most updated reports only.

We also provide consulting services to enable our clients to have a dynamic 
business perspective. Besides this, we slip into roles such as a provider of 
comprehensive research reports and search engine for market studies. We 
do not pigeonhole services offered because the role we play is determined 
by our clients’ needs. Reports Monitor team, comprising of market research 
trackers, research specialists, and research coordinators, prides itself in being 
the preferred source of market studies and ancillary services such as corporate 
services and newsletters for enterprises irrespective of their size. For sustaining 
in a competitive environment, insights into prevailing trends, key threats, and 
potential opportunities are indispensable. The handpicked collection of market 
studies on Reports Monitor oblige to this established principle.

Story Average:
• Up to 2,500 stories per month 
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ReportHive Report Hive Research delivers strategic market research reports, statistical 
survey, industry analysis & forecast data on products & services, markets 
and companies. Our clientele ranges mix of global business leaders, 
government organizations, SME’s, Individual & Start-ups, top management 
consulting firms, universities etc.  Our library of 600,000 + reports targets 
high growth emerging markets in the USA, Europe Middle East, Africa, 
Asia Pacific covering industries like  IT, Telecom, Semiconductor, Chemical, 
Healthcare, Pharmaceutical, Energy & Power, Manufacturing, Automotive 
& Transportation, Food & Beverages etc. This large collection of insightful 
reports assists clients to stay ahead of time & competition. We help in 
business decision-making on aspects such as market entry strategies, market 
sizing, market share analysis, sales & revenue, technology trends, competitive 
analysis, product portfolio & application analysis etc.

We also offer custom reports & consulting services to meet our client specific 
research requirements. Our seasoned and well-informed team of research 
analysts, subject matter experts offer the perfect assortment of consulting 
methodologies matching your research need, budget & time.

Story Average:
• Up to 500 stories per month 

STATS
(fka The Sports Network)

As the world’s leading sports data and technology company, STATS powers 
sports. We are trusted by more than 800 clients around the globe to enhance 
fan engagement and maximize team performance by analyzing sports data 
from more than 100,000 games a year with unrivaled speed and accuracy. 
We power sports on and off the field through data feeds, video analysis, 
sports content and research, player tracking through STATS SportVU®, and 
customizable digital solutions.

Story Average:
• 4,800-25,000 stories per day, 

Monday-Sunday

Stock Market Press 
(Digital Agency, Inc)

SMP Stock Market Press is developing and delivering breaking, on-demand 
news through video, and disseminating through social media and  OTTB 
(over-the-top broadcast) focusing specifically on the small cap sector, both 
domestically and internationally.

Story Average:
• Up to 500 stories per month 

Stock Traders Daily Stock Traders Daily offers Financial Content, Articles, Trading Strategies, and 
Analysis.  Content can be found on MarketWatch, CNBC, Barron’s, and MSN 
Money.  It is the longest standing proactive newsletter on the Internet today. 

Story Average:
• 5 stories per day, 

Monday-Friday
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Tenders Info
(division of Euclid 
Infotech Ltd)

Euclid Infotech is world’s one of the largest Public Procurement Information 
Services/Consulting company. With most comprehensive database of 
International Tenders, Projects, Business news and Contract Award from 
Multilateral Funding agencies, Federal, State, County Government, Utilities 
sector, Hospitals, Schools, Ports, NGO’s, Defense Forces etc.

Story Average:
• 300-325 stories per day, 

Monday-Friday

The Express Wire
(aka Absolute Reports)

The Express Wire (a subsidiary of Absolute Reports) is committed to help 
every business gain greater visibility via Press Release writing and distribution. 
The team of highly qualified professionals has created a powerful blueprint, 
by which they help clients build brands in an optimum and affordable way.

Story Average:
• 10,000 stories per month

TheFlyOnTheWall The Fly hosts a live news feed and distributes content to partners, 
including proprietary On The Fly updates. From Wall Street research, 
company announcements, regulatory filings, market rumors, media reports 
and much more, The Fly consolidates the stock news that matters and 
delivers it in real-time.

Story Average:
• 600-800 stories per day, 

Monday-Friday

TheNewswire.ca TheNewswire.ca is Canada’s newest and most innovative press release service 
providing press release dissemination for both publicly traded companies and 
Nationally Registered charities.

Story Average:
• 20 stories per week, 

Real-Time, Monday-Friday

Trends Desk Trends Desk is the industry’s reliable and free online news source covering 
technology, healthcare, chemicals, and automotive industries. They have 
been delivering editorial insights about compelling topics related to each 
industry segment ranging from data analytics, health information exchange, 
patient engagement, mining and exploration, to revenue cycle management.

Story Average:
• Up to 500 stories per month 
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Uloop  
(fka University Wire)

UWire is the largest college news and press release distribution service that 
was founded in 1994 to help brands, public relations firms and businesses to 
reach college media outlets across the country. With over 600 college news 
partners across the country, UWire provides the best medium to reach college 
media professionals and have your news published in college newspapers 
(both print and online), college radio stations, college television networks and 
college blogs across the Web.

Story Average:
• 600-1,200 stories per day, 

Monday-Friday

Wired Hearld Wired Hearld is the leader in online news distribution and publicity. It offers 
various online press release packages, enabling users of all kinds to increase 
the web visibility of their news, reach new audiences, stand out in search, and 
drive traffic to their websites.

Wired Hearld distributes online press releases to a powerful online 
syndication network, targeted lists of industry-specific journalists and your 
brand’s integrated social media networks. Following distribution, Wired 
Hearld provides detailed analytics that measure the impact and reach of 
online news releases.

Story Average:
• Up to 12,500 stories per month

Xinhua News Agency Xinhua English News Service is the principal component of the service of 
Xinhua News Agency, providing a full range of coverage in areas such as 
politics, the economy, sports, culture, and education. Thanks to its vast 
newsgathering network of more than 100 overseas bureaus and a significant 
number of domestic bureaus and sub-bureaus, Xinhua English News Service 
provides timely reports on domestic and international breaking news and 
critical events. (*Subset also available in Spanish and Mandarin.) Also 
from Xinhua is Xinhua Economic Information, a comprehensive economic 
information service.

Story Average:
• 130-380 stories per day,  

Monday-Friday
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Contact Information

Sales
The Comtex Sales team has extensive 
experience in the digital content industry. Your 
sales representative, a content expert, will 
work with you to determine the best content 
solution to meet your business needs.
sales@comtex.com
212.688.6240

Client Services 
The Comtex Client Services team is 
comprised of diligent support technicians 
who hold in-depth knowledge about Comtex 
products and delivery mechanisms. They are 
at your service 24/7/365.
cs@comtex.com
703.797.8135

Publisher Relations
The Comtex Publisher Relations team handles 
all information requests for publishers large and 
small that wish to tap into Comtex’s extensive 
distribution network to reach untapped markets 
and generate new revenue.
publisher@comtex.com
212.688.6240


